
STOP DIGGING HOLES & 
WAITING ON CONCRETE!

An Easier Way To Install Decking and Foundation Systems

NO CONCRETE!

NO FOOTINGS!

INSTALLS IN 
MINUTES

STEP 1:
Identify the location of each HANDI PIER® needed 
for the project. Dig a hole the approximate size and 
shape of the HANDI PIER® support block head. This 
hole should be slightly larger than the head allowing 
for some loose fill under it. Position the head in the 
hole and ensure it is level. Pack soil around it to help
maintain its position during the rest of the install.
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STEP 2:
Using a mallet, assemble the rod driver points 
into one end of each rod (4 per HANDI PIER®).
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STEP 3:
Insert the rods in the 4 holes in the head with the
driver point down and insert to a depth of a foot or
so with the sledge or maul. 3

STEP 4:
Using the automatic hammer, carefully drive in each 
rod alternately and in increments. Finish driving the 
rods to the appropriate depth leaving approximately 
3/4” of the rod exposed. 4

CAUTION: If the rod meets an obstacle that cannot be driven through, you may need to attempt 
to remove the obstacle. If this is not feasible, the head can be rotated.

STEP 5:
After all 4 rods are inserted, caulk around the rod at
the head sleeve. This will help alleviate any concerns
of moisture penetrating the head assembly.
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STEP 6:
Finish filling in dirt around HANDI PIER®
support block head. Place the 4 caps on
the rods and continue the project.
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For use with One & Two Dwelling Construction Only.  See ICC-ES Evaluation Report No. 4404 at 
www.icc-es.org.  HP-R (50) Must Be Installed With HANDI Pier® Rods, Caps & Drivers Only.  

See Complete Installation Instructions, Load Chart & Warranty Information at www.NaturalConcreteProducts.com.
Natural Concrete Products  |  3607 East Hwy 24  |  Norfolk NE 68701

*THIS IS A 2 SKU PRODUCT

USE HANDI PIER® WITH HANDI ROD ONLY

Driver points must fit tight.  If loose, rotate driver one-half turn in the 
pipe until tight and continue tapping with the mallet.




